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Missionaries

People of heroism, selflessness and
extraordinary zeal
This is part One of a two part article written by the former Editor of the African
Missionary, Fr Tomás Walsh SMA (Cork City). He recounts his latest visit to Nigeria to check
on the different development projects funded by the SMA through its vast network of
supporters and also by Misean Cara and Irish Aid.
I left Cork on Mission Sunday, 18 October 2009, than usual, with the news of the release that
for a three week visit to Nigeria to monitor and morning of the Irish Goal Development Worker,
evaluate different projects our SMA members are Sharon Cummins, along with her co-worker,
involved in - and to renew acquaintance with Hilda Kauki, after having spent over one hundred
SMA and Nigerian friends with whom I had the days in captivity. Prominent in the news over
privilege of working for almost twenty five years. these days too was the kidnapping and
Mission Sunday this year got a higher profile disappearance, in the Philippines, of Columban
missionary Fr Michael Sinnott.
These two events brought home
to many people just how
dangerous is the stage on which
missionaries and humanitarian
workers live and work. And while
Sharon, Hilda and Fr Sinnott were
all released eventually unharmed,
the story could have been - and
often is - different. The murder of
Fr Gerry Roche, St. Patrick’s
Missionaries (RIP), just before
Christmas reminded me that a
number of Missionaries and
Development Workers have died
violently in different countries as
they serve the less fortunate of
our world.
Children at St Patrick's Church, Cable Point, Asaba, Nigeria came to celebrate
with Fr James Higgins (Sligo) on the occasion of his 86th Birthday on 8
February 2010. For 60 years he has ministered in Nigeria, as a teacher and
parish priest. In 1982 the Nigerian Government recognized his great service
to Teacher Training by awarding him the highest honour of Nigeria: Member
of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. Would you like to know more about
missionaries like Fr Higgins? See back page for details.

During the three weeks I spent in
Nigeria I heard of no such
kidnappings but I witnessed
often extraordinary heroism,
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St John’s Primary School, Kachia with Fr John Haverty SMA, teachers and some of the junior pupils.

sacrifice and commitment by our own SMA
members. Amidst the daily grind at survival, often
in remote and isolated areas and deprived of what
the western world considers indispensible electricity, running water, fridges, air-conditioning,
telephones, computers and the internet - our
members remain extremely happy and committed
as they make an extraordinary contribution to the
lives of the people among whom they work.

As I write this article news has arrived of the
unexpected death in Dublin of Bishop Moore. His
loss will be keenly felt by all the people in Bauchi,
Christians and Muslims alike. During his time as
Bishop he worked tirelessly for the people and, in a
special way, tried to build bridges between the
different religious groups in the area in order to help
minimise ethnic and religious conflict. May he rest in
peace.

Bauchi

Kagoro

My first stop, after greeting Bishop John Moore
SMA (Dublin), was to Fr Fergus Tuohy from Cork.
Fergus had been expecting me and made every
effort to make my visit memorable. Fergus lives in a
‘Sharia State’ that has witnessed serious religious
conflict in recent years resulting in many deaths.
Fergus has worked in northern Nigeria since his
ordination in 1981. As well as running a large urban
parish he is also the Director of Immaculate
Conception Secondary School which has more than
five hundred students. In Bauchi, illiteracy levels are
high. Immaculate is, in its short existence, one of the
best performing schools in the state. Here students,
from different Christian churches, Muslims and
animists learn tolerance, peaceful co-existence and
the sciences and arts that give meaning and mystery
to human living.

My next stop was to the lush green pastures of
Kagoro, in Kaduna State, about two hours drive
south of Bauchi. SMA Kagoro is the introduction
point for young SMA missionaries to their new
home in northern Nigeria. Here the ‘newly arrived’
missionaries spend several months learning the
culture, traditions and language of the people
whom they are called to serve. In former years it was
Irish missionaries who arrived in Kagoro but today
our missionaries are also from India, Poland,
Philippines and other African countries. Here they
are met by Fr John O’Keeffe, (Cork), who assists
them in the inculturation process.
Also coming to Kagoro nowadays are young
Nigerian men who wish to join the SMA. It is the
place where they begin the journey to be
missionaries that will one day see them sent out to

other African countries. At Kagoro these young
Nigerian men learn the culture and traditions of the
SMA before they embark on a nine year
programme of philosophy, theology and pastoral
formation.

Kachia
From Kagoro I travelled for about one hour to reach
Kachia where I met Fr John Haverty (Galway).
John, in Nigeria since ordination in 1961,
distinguished himself in the education field. Retiring
from teaching in 1981 John took up a pastoral
assignment in the remote village of Kachia the same
year. The man who wished to get away from
education saw there the hopeless inertia and
subjugation that ignorance and superstition spawns
and reluctantly set about setting up a primary
school to educate the children of Kachia in 1994 and within a very short time this remote rural school
earned the reputation as one of the best
performing in Kaduna State.
In 2000 Fr Haverty saw that a primary school is of
little value if there is no access to secondary
education. So once again he set about the hard slog
of raising funds, supervising construction and
employing teachers for the school. But building a
school is one thing; producing a culture of academic
excellence and creating an environment conducive
to teaching and learning is a much slower and more
painstaking process.

Kontagora
After Kachia it was back to Abuja for one night
before heading off early next morning to view
projects south west of Abuja. My first stop here was
at Kontagora in Niger State, about five hours drive
from Abuja. Bishop Tim Carroll, (Cork), is bishop of
this vast rural diocese which is at least the size of
Ireland. It is an area classed as ‘primary
evangelisation’ with many from isolated areas
coming to the Faith for the first time. For a long time
many SMAs had laboured in this area seemingly
making no progress – and now in God’s time the
response is overwhelming.
To meet me at Kontagora was Bishop Carroll, Fr
Frank McGrath, (Galway), Fr Dan McCauley,
(Tyrone), and a number of Indian SMA priests along
with some indigenous diocesan priests, all building
up the Kingdom of God in this area. Here too, as in
Bauchi, they are aware that they are a minority in
an Islamic State. Some years ago, during an
outbreak of intercommunal conflict, they had to flee
as the Church building was torched. Despite the
obstacles they are confronted with they are joy-filled
and know that their presence and their message is
capable of building up a more just and peaceful
world.
To be continued...

Five years ago John handed over the Principalship
to a local teacher who had worked with him for a
long number of years. Knowing the standards set
by Fr Haverty, the new Principal knew well what he
was expected to deliver for the children at Kachia.
Today, this Secondary School too is one of the best
achieving in the State. During my visit to the school
I was struck by the discipline and zeal for learning at
St John’s that would be the envy of many a school
in Ireland. The pupils and staff wanted me to carry
back to the people of Ireland their gratitude and
affection for not only having given them Fr Haverty
but also for the substantial funding that came from
Irish Aid towards the construction of their schools.
School Principal Andrew Makeri and the Vice-Principal Gloria Fredrick

First visit to Ng’wandoya, Tanzania
Julien Esse is an SMA Seminarian from Togo. He is presently studying
Theology at the SMA Formation House in Nairobi, Kenya.
In preparation for our future mission life, the SMA Theology students are sent
to Tanzania or Kenya for mission experience and to deepen our missionary
vocation. During the 2009 Christmas period two of us were sent to
Ng’wandoya parish which is part of Shinyanga diocese in Tanzania.
Accompanying me was Jaroslaw Porembski, my classmate from Poland. Fr PJ
Kelly SMA (Galway) was the Parish priest overseeing our two week
programme. In this short time, we were able to experience many realities of
mission in that part of Tanzania. Fr PJ was open to sharing about his experience
and answering our questions. There are more than 30 outstations (villages)
which he cares for. We visited some of them spending the entire day with the
people who came for Mass.
Normally we left the central Mission before 9am, returning after 6pm. On
arrival at a particular outstation we waited for the people to arrive. The 10am
Mass might not begin until later because the people had other things to do or
long distances to travel to reach us. Despite this, they were always present at
the Mass. Fr PJ often reminded us: “never be in a hurry”. Every place I went I
found the Chapels full. I was amazed to see people coming huge distances
for Mass, on foot or bicycle. They entered the Chapel with big smiles because
the priest was present. A difference I found from my own country was that
here in Tanzania you spend an entire day with one group of people.
This was new for me. I was used to working in parishes where the priest was
visiting more than one outstation per day. I asked Fr PJ about this style of
mission. For him a missionary should give time to the people. As he put it: a
missionary is the one “sitting with people until he gets holes at the back of
his trousers.” Indeed, we were sitting for a long time with the people eating
and chatting. Communication with people was difficult for me because of the
language. Children came to greet me in Kiswahili and I did not know how to
answer. Without Kiswahili, very few can communicate with you. That really
limited my actions. Even to introduce myself I had to learn a few Kiswahili
words.
People were surprised that I could not speak their language. One day a small
boy asked me why Fr PJ, a white man, could speak Kiswahili and I, an African,
could not? Despite this the people made many efforts to relate to us and
helped us to learn a little of their language. We picked up some words in our
interaction with them. Very few speak English. Communities were well
organized with large numbers of communicants led by a local catechist in
each station. The main station has three catechists – one woman and two
men.
It was interesting to see some outstations participating actively in the building
of their Chapel. Most of the people are farmers. My short visit to Tanzania was
a useful insight into a different way of doing mission. It gave me time to
observe, learn, and relax.

Jaroslaw and Julien

Sponsor a student
The SMA has more than 240
seminarians preparing for the
priesthood – in several African
countries, in India, the
Philippines and Poland. The
expenses of their training are
huge! Thousands of families
throughout Ireland – members of
the Family Vocations Crusade
(FVC) – support their training.
Would YOU like to help us in this
work? If so, please contact the
FVC Director in your area who
will send you information on
how you can become an SMA
Sponsor and assist young men
like Julien or Jaroslow as they
prepare to preach the Gospel in
Africa.

Return to Tanzania
Sr Mary T Barron OLA served in Tanzania for seven years. Since 2007 Mary is part of
the OLA Provincial Leadership team in Ireland. During December 2009, along with Sr
Mary Crowley (OLA Provincial Leader), she returned to Tanzania to visit the OLA and
SMA communities there.
our world. Of the nineteen participants,
three were Irish: Sr Anne Cahill from Cork;
Fr Frank Diamond from Derry and Sr Kate
Costigan from Tipperary.
In Shinyanga diocese we have two
communities. There I saw the close
collaboration between the OLA and SMA.
In Bugisi mission Frs Janusz Machota
(Poland) and Amaladoss Arockiyasmay
Sr Dolores Kearney OLA and Fr Amaladass SMA with parishioners in
(India) were busy with preparations for
their still uncompleted church
Christmas. And in the same compound the
OLAs were busy about many things! The
Early December each year the SMA and OLA Dispensary in which Sr Dolores Kearney (Tyrone), Sr.
communities gather together to take stock of the year Kate Costigan and SMA Lay Associate Ewa Langowska
and to plan for the challenges and opportunities ahead. (Poland) work was a hive of activity as always: antenatal care is a very important part of dispensary life
The SMA began their work in Tanzania in 1986 and the there as well as the normal outpatient clinic work –
OLA Sisters arrived five years later, in 1991. Those who treating the many
called in during our meeting were struck by the tropical illnesses; an
internationality of the missionaries, and by their youth ever growing number
and vibrancy. In the combined OLA/SMA family, there of HIV+ patients also
are 30 priests, sisters and lay volunteers, representing attend for quality
thirteen nationalities. And while there may be a few care and treatment.
grey hairs around, the average age of the missionaries
here is in the early forties and all are young at heart!
In another part of the
mission compound
For the first two weeks of the visit I was based in Srs Comfort Amevor
Mwanza and spent some time with the OLA community (Ghana) and Anne St Colmcille’s Pre-School, Moita Bwawani
there. The three OLA Sisters in Mwanza are involved in McCormack (Dublin) built by Fr John Gallagher (Mayo) with the
of St Colmcille’s Parish,
the Education apostolate: Sr Maura Cranney (Newry, Co were busy renovating assistance
Ballyhackamore, Belfast.
Down) teaches in a school for the physically and the Homecraft Centre
intellectually challenged, while Sr Regina Opoku (which caters for over 100 girls) in preparation for the
(Ghana) lectures in the Catholic University of Tanzania, new academic year in January. The oil extraction
and Sr Margaret Okudaje (Nigeria) teaches in a girls machines in the Sunflower Project were running
secondary school in Mwanza.
overtime to cope with the demand for Christmas. Many
people harvest their sunflower seeds (or cotton or
I led a Workshop which six OLA’s and thirteen SMA’s groundnut) earlier and then wait to extract the oil in
attended. We considered how to apply for grants for the December so that they will have some money to get
many projects we had running in the 4 dioceses where them through Christmas. The Sisters also have a Farm
we minister. With nine different nationalities Project where they have a small number of hybrid cows
representing three continents present, there was such a which have resilience to the East African climate and
rich diversity of experience and sharing that it gave diseases while producing higher milk yields. They also
expression in a very simple, practical way to the rear chickens and Sr Comfort was very busy ensuring
universality of the church; people from many nations enough chickens were prepared for the Christmas
sharing a common commitment to bringing an demand! Turkey is not an option for Christmas dinner
expression of the love of God to those less fortunate in there! For many, chicken is the preferred choice.

Dr Christopher
O’Sullivan
Christopher O'Sullivan was born in Cork
on 28 August 1919. After qualifying as a
Doctor from UCC he had practices in the
city centre and in Glanmire. He was the
official Doctor for Cork Airport and for
several companies in the city.
It has often been said of him that he was available at all times
to his patients and that he had a wonderful gift for diagnosis.

Tanzania Workshop Group

A new project in Bugisi – which is a cause of great joy to all –
is the new OLA Formation Centre which will be used to
welcome and train Tanzanian women who want to join the OLA
family.
There is nothing like a good African Liturgy and I was fortunate
enough to be present in Bugisi when the parishioners were
bidding farewell to Sr Dolores and Fr Amal who were both
leaving Bugisi. It was a celebratory liturgy filled with local
traditional singing and dancing. How long did it last? Almost
four hours! And it flew by!!
Next stop was Ng’wamapalala where I celebrated Christmas.
The OLAs (Srs Anne Cahill, Emmanuella Ohumaegbulem and
Catherine Esiekpe, Nigeria) are involved in running a busy
Dispensary and also teach in the local secondary school. Part of
their Dispensary outreach is to visit the neighbouring parish in
Ng’wandoya (about an hour and a half by road) to provide
some medical care. Fr PJ Kelly (Galway) looks after this parish
and its 30 outstation villages.
It was wonderful to be back in Africa for Christmas, thoroughly
enjoying the rich liturgies with adult baptisms, first
communions, and confirmations all part of the Vigil
celebrations. The highlight of my time in Ng’wamapalala was
the Children’s Christmas Party. This is the third year the OLA’s
have organized a Christmas party for the local children.
Approximately 500 children turn up for a simple party which
included dancing and games. Its highlight is the simple meal
where all can eat until they are satisfied. Our chief cook got a
little confused about the date of the party and turned up during
the Christmas Day Mass to tell us the food was ready! The
intended date was two days later! But in true African style, an
announcement was made by the Catechist, people rowed in to
prepare the room and compound, the children ran home or to
friends to borrow a plate and spread the news and a wonderful
party was had by all.

For nearly 40 years Dr Christy was the GP for the SMA priests
and brothers in Cork, attending to our sick members on a
weekly basis. One SMA described him as "a faith-filled man".
At his funeral Mass Fr Fachtna O’Driscoll reminded us that
“Christy was known to be kind to everyone who was unwell,
irrespective of whether they were his patient or not. He was
kind to the poor and respected them even when they might not
be able to pay for his services.” His kindness and dedication
was recognized by the SMA in Ireland when he was admitted as
an Honorary member of the Society.
Dr O'Sullivan was for many years associated with the Medical
team that accompanied the annual Cork & Ross Diocesan
Pilgrimage to Lourdes.
For the last three years, due to ill health, Dr Christy came to live
with many of the SMA priests and brothers he had cared for
during those 40 years. He was a welcome resident of St
Theresa's Nursing Unit, SMA House, Blackrock Road where he
died peacefully, with his family and some of the SMA
community around him, on 1 February 2010.
A complete obituary and homily given at his funeral Mass can
be found on www.sma.ie

SMA Nigeria prepares for unity
Since 1983 the Society of African Missions (SMA) has been
engaged in handing on the missionary baton to young
enthusiastic missionaries coming from several African
countries as well as India, the Philippines and Poland. That
is not to say that the work of the older Provinces of the
Society is over. Far from it! The SMA Irish Province still has
more than 70 priests and brothers on the missions in
Africa. And also many more in other parts of the world
including Ireland (in January the former SMA
Communications Director, Fr Tom Curran, left for an
assignment in the SMA seminary in Mangadu, India).
Hand in hand with these developments we are also
engaged in a process of streamlining our administration
structures in Africa. To that end we will soon have one
administration (Regional Superior & Council) for Nigeria.
Formerly Nigeria was divided into three SMA Regions. In
the 1980’s that was reduced to two. By this October it will
be one. Fr Maurice Henry (Offaly) and Fr Aodhan McCrystal
(Tyrone) are supervising the construction and fitting out of
the new SMA Regional Headquarters in Abuja where the
administraton will be based.

Sr Eymard O’Farrell OLA

Bishop John Moore SMA
'Holy Insecurity’, words attributed to Nicholas Lash, are
the words I use to describe John's entire life. Holy
Insecurity was the motif of his life's pilgrimage, his
compass ever pointing to John's true North, Jesus, Lord.
I asked him why he had accepted his appointment as
Bishop of Bauchi. His reply? "Obedience". That's all he
said to me, one word, quietly spoken in that special
John-quiet voice of his, just one word. He would leave
his decision for others to mull over.
For over 40 years I knew John as friend. As a student,
thin - then - and somewhat nervous, serious in his
studies, happiest with philosophy and logic. John was
great company. I never knew him to fall out with
anyone and yet remaining all the time sure of his
centre.
As priest and bishop he was the same. His episcopal
motto "Allah shi daya" (God is One) summed up his
life. For John God is ONE - and everything. Nothing else
mattered, not even self. (His episcopal ring - with that
motto in Hausa added later - his father bought for him
when they both visited the Tallaght Shopping Centre).
I remember chatting with him about the present
situation of the Church here in Ireland. He had his own
personal views. However he saw a larger picture, that
past and future never be allowed to paralyse us and
that God's revelation will continue to be unfolded to
us.
This unfolding is how I am coming to terms with John's
illness and death. St. Vincent's Hospital had an embargo
on visitors due to a winter virus. And John, his laughter
mute, family and friends, his own and SMA were
curtailed in visiting him. Away from Bauchi, at a remove
from all that was familiar and dear to him he died.
Surrendering to that Holy Insecurity that is for me the
essence of his life. John the man, priest and bishop.
What came to mind immediately I was told that John
had died were the words of the song:
"...like some banquet hall deserted."

In February 1936, Hannah O’Farrell (Sr Eymard) left Ballyporeen,
Co. Tipperary and joined the OLA Sisters. Three years later Sr
Eymard set out for Nigeria. For 56 years she served in many
parts of western Nigeria, where she taught in many OLA
schools. For 22 years she taught in the new OLA Secondary
school in Ijebu-Ode. Eymard enjoyed her work, happily
accepting the demands of teaching and of supervising the
students. She loved Ijebu Ode and its people: she loved her
students, she encouraged them to achieve their full potential,
and left no stone unturned to help them. She rejoiced when
they went on to do well in life, and was particularly delighted when they gained admission
to university and went on to further develop their abilities. From 1982 to 1995 Eymard moved
to Lagos and taught Scripture in a Third level College and was also involved in parish ministry
in St Agnes’ Parish, Maryland, Lagos. In 1995, ill health caused her to return to Ireland.
She will be remembered for her quiet gentleness. I experienced her as someone always ready
to listen, to advise and encourage, and in her one always knew one had a good mother figure.
During her free time she was an avid reader, and loved poetry. For such a quiet, self-effacing
person, she certainly enjoyed a party! Her hospitality was known far and wide.
Eymard was also a woman of prayer and deep faith. Quietly religious, she accepted others
as they were, and did not try to impose her views on anyone. She had a great respect for
priests. Eymard was always there to listen, and priests didn't hesitate to seek her advice or
share their worries with her.
In illness as in health she remained gentle, undemanding and grateful for every little service
done for her.
As we mourn, we remember this great woman for her quiet perseverance, her patience,
gentleness, hospitality and good sense of humour. She quietly left us early in the morning of
the day before her 92nd birthday, when the Lord whom she had loved and served so faithfully
all her life called her home. Thinking of Eymard I’m reminded of the words from The Star of
Heaven by JJ Callanan:
Yet fear not, thou frail one,
The hour may be near,
When our own sunny headland
Far off shall appear,
When the voice of the storm
Shall be silent and past
In some island of Heaven
We may anchor at last.
Edited from an Obituary prepared by Sr. Anne McCormack

Thank you for your support of our missionary work.
If you would like to support any of the missionaries you have read about
in this Newsletter please send what you can to Fr Editor SMA, African
Missions, Blackrock Road, Cork indicating which project / missionary you
want to help. Your full donation will be passed to the project concerned
and you will receive an acknowledgement for it.

Let your goodness live on after you

Secure now, free now, the echoes of his laughter still
with me, John caught up in the Eternal, his mission will
continue. Bauchi will blossom. John will be remembered
and I will miss him.

(have inserted in your Will)

"We are prophets of a future not our own... workers
not masters.... ministers not messiahs." (Oscar
Romero).
Fr A J Butler SMA

of

A complete obituary and homily given at his funeral
Mass can be found on www.sma.ie

of the said Society.

I,

will, devise and bequeath, the sum
to the Provincial Superior of the Society of

African Missions, Blackrock Road, Cork, to be applied by him
in his absolute discretion for the charitable purposes

National Novena to Our Lady of Knock
Saturday, 22 May, will see SMA priests, brothers and supporters gather at Knock for
the SMA National Pilgrimage in honour of Our Lady of Knock.
We will be joined by the Sisters of Our Lady of Apostles (OLA) who celebrate their
own Feastday on that day, the eve of Pentecost.
The SMA National Novena in honour of Our Lady of Knock which will begin on
Friday, 14 May 2010. Prayers to God, through the intercession of Our Lady of Knock,
will be offered for our missionaries, the peoples of Africa whom we serve and for the
missionary work of the Church. We will also remember our families; those suffering
from the present economic situation, particularly the unemployed and those who
have lost their homes; victims of sexual abuse; the sick and the dying. Many young people are preparing for exams
at this time and we will also pray for them as well as peoples own intentions.
You are invited to join us in Knock on 22 May so that the wider SMA family from all over Ireland will give witness
to our faith in our Lord Jesus Christ who came “that you may have life, life in all its fullness” (Jn 10:10).
Programme for Saturday, 22 May 2010
10.30am
Time for personal prayer and the celebration of the Sacrament of Reconciliation (in the
Reconciliation Chapel).
12 noon
Pilgrims assemble at the Basilica for the Stations of the Cross, the Rosary and Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament.
1.30pm
Break for lunch.
3pm
Concelebrated Mass & Anointing of the Sick (in the Basilica).

Organize a bus? A car?
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Would you consider organising a bus to bring your family and friends to the
Novena ceremonies? For full details please contact the SMA House in your area.

CHRIST’S
CALL
To serve...
To proclaim...
To bring Good News...

AFRICA STILL LONGS FOR GOD’S WORD.
WHY NOT JOIN US IN THE LORD’S SERVICE AS A
MISSIONARY?
Contact the Vocations Director at any of our SMA Houses below

“TO BE MISSIONARY FROM THE BOTTOM OF MY HEART”
- Bishop Melchior de Marion Brésillac, Founder of SMA

African Missions (SMA)
Blackrock Road
Cork
021 429 2871
sma.blackrock@sma.ie

African Missions (SMA)
Wilton
Cork
021 454 1069
sma.wilton@sma.ie

African Missions (SMA)
Dromantine
Newry
028 3082 1224
sma.dromantine@sma.ie

African Missions (SMA)
Claregalway
Co Galway
091 798 880
smafathers@eircom.net

African Missions (SMA)
82 Ranelagh Rd
Dublin 4
01 496 8162
sma.dublin@sma.ie

